
The Mouat family, Robert and Barbara, left Shetland 
in1922 with their first five children; they travelled to 
New Zealand and settled in Timaru. Like the puffins 
that come and go with the seasons, Shetlanders 
continue to feel the strong tug of their homeland. 

The idea for this story was launched from John and 
Gay’s family retuning to Shetland and their daughter 
feeling a strong sense of identity and heritage.

The illustrator, Sarah Harmon, from a strong Scottish 
background, visited Shetland to immerse herself in 
the landscapes, the wool and the people. Her magical 
images have so much to explore. The special extra 
story of the puffin’s year adds an appealing touch to 
the story, inviting readers to look more carefully.

                       
by Gay Hay

           Illustrated by Sarah Harmon
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Will there 
be Puffins?

Written by Gay Hay and illustrated by Sarah Harmon

Order now!
Online: www.pagebreak.co.nz          Email: pagebreaksales@gmail.com          Phone: +64 4 239 9928

Available from all good bookstores  
or online at www.discoverytime.co.nz. 

What a glorious book this is!  
A beautiful, moving tale of adventure and  
ancestry, it shows that you can belong to a 
place even though you live half a world away.  
Entertaining, informative, and thoroughly  
delightful ... My own Scottish Kiwi sons 
couldn’t get enough of it.

Liam McIIvanney, Stuart Professor of Scottish Studies,  

University of Otago

Gay Hay & Sarah Harmon
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What a glorious book this is! a
 beautiful, moving tale  

of adventure and ancestry, it shows that you can belong  

to a place even though you live half a world away.  

entertaining, informative, and thoroughly delightful ...  

my own scottish Kiwi sons couldn’t get enough of it.

Liam McIIvanney, Stuart Professor of Scottish Studies, University of Otago

let these engaging, well-researched illustrations take  

you on a journey to shetland. my guess is they mark  

the beginning of a remarkable career. 

Bob Kerr, Illustrator

Gay Hay & Sarah Harmon
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What a glorious book this is! a beautiful, moving tale  
of adventure and ancestry, it shows that you can belong  
to a place even though you live half a world away.  
entertaining, informative, and thoroughly delightful ...  
my own scottish Kiwi sons couldn’t get enough of it.

Liam McIIvanney, Stuart Professor of Scottish Studies, University of Otago

let these engaging, well-researched illustrations take  
you on a journey to shetland. my guess is they mark  
the beginning of a remarkable career. 

Bob Kerr, Illustrator

Gay Hay & Sarah Harmon

“This book is for all Shetlanders who carried 
their home in their hearts when they crossed 
the seas to find new lives in new lands.”
This is the dedication in Gay Hay’s latest children’s picture book 
Will There Be Puffins?

“What a glorious book this is! A beauriful, moving tale of 
adventure and ancestry. It shows that you can belong to 
a place even though you live half a world away.

Entertaining, informative, and thoroughly delightful...”

Liam McIIvanney, Stuart Professor of Scottish Studies, University of Otago

“Let these engaging, well-researched illustrations take 
you on a journey from New Zealand to the Shetlands.

My guess is they mark the beginning of a remarkable 
career.”

Bob Kerr, Illustrator


